
Character Descriptions 

GRANDPA VANDERHOF. Patriarch (or matriarch) of the family. Radiates warmth, wisdom, and good humor. At 
peace with the world. 

ALICE SYCAMORE. Grandpa’s grandchild, Paul and Penny’s child, Essie’s sibling. Different from the others in 
that she is more grounded, less quirky; more in the real world, but still devoted to her family. Radiates 
independence and sweetness. 

TONY KIRBY. Alice’s fiancée-to-be, Mr. and Mrs. Kirby’s child. A personable young man, well educated, but still 
idealistic. Radiates charm and humility. 

PENNNY SYCAMORE. Grandpa’s child, Alice and Essie’s parent. Gentle, homey, a scatterbrain. Loves the arts 
and writes plays that are never performed. 

ESSIE CARMICHAEL. Paul and Penny’s child, Alice’s sibling. A girl of about twenty-nine, loves to dance, pixie-
like. Radiates a child-like determination. 

RHEBA. Tenant of the house, generally contributing in the kitchen. Radiates dependability and is always busy. 

PAUL SYCAMORE. Penny’s spouse, Alice’s parent. Mild-mannered, nervous type. Perhaps ADHD. Loves to 
relax. 

ED CARMICHAEL. Essie’s spouse. Quirky, but solid and dependable. Plays the xylophone and loves to print 
things. Radiates playfulness. 

DONALD. Rheba’s love interest. Always hanging around, but welcome. Radiates integrity and politeness. 

DE PINNA. Tenant of the house. Most eccentric oddball. Loves making fireworks. 

KOLENKHOV. Essie’s dance teacher. Very Russian. Passionate about everything, especially politics and dance. 

MR. KIRBY. Tony’s parent. Supremely certain of himself, but not mean or overbearing – there is a heart inside 
him. Charming. Radiates love of his career. 

MRS. KIRBY. Tony’s parent. Quiet, noble. Used to suffering in silence, seeks solace from within. 

HENDERSON. Tax man. Cares deeply about the tax code – it is his life. Officious. 

GAY WELLINGTON. Drunken actor, but not ugly – comic. Could be a satyr of Bacchus/Dionysus. 

J-MEN. Quiet and competent-looking. Steely eyes. Not physically threatening or rough. 

GRAND DUCHESS OLGA KATRINA. A person of nobility who has seen better days. Rises above it all in spite of 
her circumstances. Radiates charm. Loves cooking for and taking care of others. 


